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To find a full time job that utilizes my experience in shipping and receiving, 
Providing operational expertise and insight into the solution, design, and 
development process and process methodology that will provide successful 
implementation of new product programs.

FEBRUARY 2015 – 2022
FULFILLMENT LEAD - MERRILL CORPORATION

 Managed e-commerce fulfillment operation cycle from macys.com business 
channels and local buy online pickup in store clients.

 Utilized back end order management PC platforms to monitor order status, 
ensure on time shipping and fulfillment of future orders.

 Delegated workload to department associates.
 Completed additional operational functions as required by senior management.
 Hired, trained and managed associate teams.
 Assigned job assignments.
 Loaded/unloaded freight elevator.

2011 – 2015
FULFILLMENT LEAD - DELTA CORPORATION

 Oversaw the assembly process of drugs sampling and literature fulfillment 
programs.

 Referred to the job sample to prepare paper work before starting the job 
assignment.

 Performed replenishment acceptance in order to maintain inventory in the flow 
rack locations.

 Process fulfillment orders to include, locating and picking merchandise for 
customer Assist in replenishing stock onto the sales floor Maintain high.

 Using computer system and RF equipment to determine the total number of 
customer orders for the day, search the store to find merchandise to fill the .

 Also provide customer service to store visitors and answer phone calls about 
orders.

 Using computer system and RF equipment to determine the total number of 
customer orders for the day, search the store to find merchandise to fill the .

EDUCATION

GED
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SKILLS

Print/Inventory Management, General Office Management.
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